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Sol-SpecTM

Passive Cooling

Adjusta-Watt® High Efficiency

Silent Operation

Lower Operation Costs

Adjust output manually with the built-in dial,
or automa�cally using the

Adjusta-Wa�® Central Controller.

Ultra-high PPF and PPE LED’s provide
the perfect spectrum for op�mal full term growth.

Wide area passive cooling
means virtually no heat.

No noisy fans and completely
silent in opera�on.

Converts prac�cally all consumed
energy into usable growth light. 

High fixture efficiency and reduced
ven�la�on and HVAC requirements

reduce opera�onal costs.

Retrofit 1:1 HPS replacement
The LED-E™  is designed

as a 1:1 replacement for tradi�onal
HID Doubled Ended lamp fixtures.  

LE
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TIPS
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350-600
2µmol/m /s

600+
2µmol/m /s

Flowering

Adjusta-Watt® LED-E™ is a direct replacement for DE HPS. The footprint matches traditional DE HPS 
fixtures at the same mounting heights, making transitioning to LED fast and easy, and without having 

to change room layout or growing style. Simply switch fixtures and reap the benefits of this highly 
efficient and superior light source.

We only use the highest quality components...

Optimal growth rates, high yields and superior quality for the modern-day, 
environmentally conscious grower.
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WHAT'S IN THIS BROCHURE?
Information for growers and retailers...

Introducing Adjusta-Watt
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Passive Cooling

Adjusta-Watt® High Efficiency

Silent Operation

Lower Operation Costs

Adjust output manually with the built-in dial,
or automa�cally using the

Adjusta-Wa�® Central Controller.

Ultra-high PPF and PPE LED’s provide
the perfect spectrum for op�mal full term growth.

Wide area passive cooling
means virtually no heat.

No noisy fans and completely
silent in opera�on.

Converts prac�cally all consumed
energy into usable growth light. 

High fixture efficiency and reduced
ven�la�on and HVAC requirements

reduce opera�onal costs.

Retrofit 1:1 HPS replacement
The LED-E™  is designed

as a 1:1 replacement for tradi�onal
HID Doubled Ended lamp fixtures.  

LE

Sol-Spec™ provides the whites, cool blues, balanced greens and the 
warm and far reds required for optimal full-term growth. Gently driven 

LED’s optimise their lifespan and improve spectral output. 

Sol-Spec™: Expertly crafted with no compromises

FEATURES
Adjusta-Watt® feature icons explained...
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Adjust output manually with the built-in 
dial, or automatically using the

Adjusta-Watt® Central Controller.

The LED-E™  is designed
as a 1:1 replacement for traditional
HID Doubled Ended lamp fixtures.

Ultra-high PPF and PPE LED’s provide 
the perfect spectrum for optimal full 

term growth.

High fixture efficiency and reduced
ventilation and HVAC requirements

reduce operational costs.

Wide area passive cooling
means virtually no heat.

No noisy fans and completely
silent in operation.

Converts practically all consumed
energy into usable growth light. 

Adjusta-Watt® LED-E™ is a direct replacement for DE HPS. The 
footprint matches traditional DE HPS fixtures at the same mounting 
heights, making transitioning to LED fast and easy, and without having 
to change room layout or growing style. Simply switch fixtures and 
reap the benefits of this highly efficient and superior light source.

The LED-E™ focuses light more intensely over its footprint than 
traditional HPS, improving coverage and yields for plants around the 
edges.

The LED-E™ produces significantly higher PAR over a broader spectrum 
than its HPS counterpart, whilst saving approximately 20% of the 
energy consumption.

The LED-E™ produces virtually no heat. This reduces ventilation and 
HVAC requirements, further lowering operational costs.

Sol-Spec™ provides full-spectrum growth light for optimal full-term 
growth, and gently driven LEDs extend the lifespan of the fixture. 
With manual dimming dial, and connection for Adjusta-Watt® Central 
Controller, or master controller. No extra modules are required.

FEATURES
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Mount fixtures at the same heights, and covering the same 
area as traditional 1000W or 600W HPS fixtures. As a rule of 
thumb for fast-growing plants, aim to achieve the following 
PPFD average at the plant canopy.

We recommend using a light meter to check PPFD, but if you don’t have a light meter, please see the diagrams below as a 
rough guide to help you decide the mounting height for your fixture. The diagrams show PPFD averages for each model at 
100% output, at various mounting heights. Simply adjust the output and/or mounting height of your fixture to deliver a PPFD 
that matches the stage of growth of your plants. 

Fixture Mounting Height:
Note*
Lining the walls of the growing area with reflective sheeting will 
increase light levels. Multiple fixtures, side by side, will create a 
light overlap, further increasing light levels. Changes in the growing 
area dimensions will also alter light levels. Use a light meter for the 
best results. 

CULTIVATION TIPS

PPFD GUIDE
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(Light) Intensity

Low Light
No Additional
CO2 Required

High Light
Intensity
Supplementary
CO2 Required

(PPFD, µmols/m2/second)

1,000 1,500 2,000

When PPFD Reaches these levels,
supplementary CO2 is recommended

to optimise plant performace

400PPM
AMBIENT

400PPM 400-800PPM 800-1400PPM

Seedlings Cuttings Vegetative Flowering
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160 °C °F

LED
HPS
MH

ENVIRONMENTAL ADVICE 

Chart representing CO
2
 requirement in relation to PPFD

Chart representing CO2 requirements for fast growing plants at 
different stages of development. 

Adjusta-Watt® LED's produce very high levels of PAR. Often 
higher than are found naturally. When growing with high PPFD, 
regular attention and adjustments to water, humidity, nutrients & 
temperature are typically required.

Past this point, PPFD can be increased by 50µmol/m3/s per day, and 
C02 can be gradually increased as the plants respond positively to the 
PPFD.

Many species of plants exposed to high PPFD perform better at higher 
temperatures. Experiment with higher temperatures at the canopy to
achieve higher yields.

For plants to assimilate high PPFD, it is advisable to increase the level 
of C0

2
 when PPFD is  ≥500+ µmol/m2/s. At this point, we recommend 

C0
2
 PPM @ 800PPM. 
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Adjusta-Watt® Central Controller 

The Adjusta-Watt® Central Controller™ 
independently controls lighting outputs and timing 
schedules for up to 80 fixtures, in two seperate 
areas. For instance, a flowering room, and a 
cloning room. The controller comes with a sunrise 
and sunset feature, which gently switches the 
lights on at the beginning of the daily cycle, and 
gradually dims the light at the end. 

The Adjusta-Watt® Central Controller™  also comes with an 
automatic dimming function, which controls the lights based on 
the temperature of your grow room, with an auto emergency 
temperature shutdown function.

For growers who like to take extra control, the Adjusta-Watt® 
Central Controller™ can be used to control a separate auxiliary 
device such as humidifier, dehumidifier, CO2 equipment or a 
heater.

No need for separate 
contactors or timers

Temperature is shown in 
C or F

Double temperature 
safety feature

Auto emergency 
temperature shutdown

Control up to 
160 fixtures

LED / HPS / MH 
compatible

Easy and safe to install

Automatic over-
temperature dimming

Sunrise and sunset 
feature

Short Circuit Protection

Lighting output is 
shown in watts or %

Humidity monitoring 
input

Adjusta-Watt® Central Controller 
FEATURES

COMPATIBLE WITH

INCLUDED:



Input Power

Dimming Modes (without controller)

Efficacy

PPF

Input Voltage

Thermal Management

Lifetime

Power Factor

Colour Rendering Index

Ambient Temperature

Storage Environment

Fixture Dimensions

Fixture Weight

Driver Manufacturer

420W

170W / 250W / 340W / 420W

2.5

1100 μmol/s

Autosensing 100-277V / 277-408V

Passive Cooling (Fan-less)

50,000 hours

> 90%

90 ra

-40 to +40°C

-40 to +85°C  RH 10% to 95%

38.5cm x 37.5cm x 17cm

8kg

Inventronics 

820W

330W / 500W / 650W / 820W

2.5

2000 μmol/s

Autosensing 100-277V / 277-408V

Passive Cooling (Fan-less)

50,000 hours

> 90%

90 ra

-40 to +40°C

-40 to +85°C  RH 10% to 95%

77.7cm x 37.5cm x 17cm

15kg

Inventronics 

3 YEAR WARRANTY

CENTRAL CONTROLLER

COMPATIBLE

Sol-Spec™: Expertly crafted with no compromises

T: 01392 848399
E: sales@fdpwholesale.co.uk
W: www.fdpwholesale.co.uk


